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Article abstract
In this article, we examine some problems related to the usage of synonyms in
languages for special purposes (LSP). The examples presented are taken from a
corpus of Brazilian Portuguese terms on Artificial Intelligence. Some
terminological theories do not accept the occurrence of "synonymic terms",
based on the notion of univocal association between one concept and one term,
while other theories recognize that concepts may occur in different contexts
and that they may present different forms. In the analysed LSP, approximately
15% of the collected terms are susceptible of having synonyms or
quasi-synonyms. This synonymic relationship may be generated by different
kinds of alternances: a syntagmatic unity / one form or a reduced syntagm; a
borrowed term / a native term; a term / a contextual synonym; a syntagmatic
unity / an abbreviated form. These different possibilities of association
between concepts and terms provide convincing evidence that synonyms do
exist in LSP and merit a more thorough and detailed investigation.
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